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The study of masonry vaults should take into account the essentials of the material
‘‘masonry” – i.e. heterogeneity, almost no resistance to tension combined with a good com-
pressive strength and a high friction coefﬁcient, as well as the overall importance of the
geometry for achieving the equilibrium.
In this paper, a new six-noded triangular curved element, speciﬁcally developed for the
kinematic limit analysis of masonry shells, is presented. Plastic dissipation is allowed only
at the interfaces (generalized cylindrical hinges) between adjoining elements for combined
membrane actions, bending moment, torsion and out-of-plane shear, as it is required for
the analysis of thick (Reissner–Mindlin) shells. An upper bound of the collapse load is so
obtained, since, looking at the dual formulation, the admissibility of the stress state is
imposed only at the element boundaries. Masonry strength domain at each interface
between contiguous triangular elements is evaluated resorting to a suitable upper bound
FE homogenization procedure. The model is assessed through several numerical simula-
tions on a number of masonry shells experimentally tested until collapse. In particular,
the dependence of the collapse multiplier on the mesh and on the material parameters
(sensitivity analysis) is thoroughly discussed.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Masonry curved elements – as for instance arches, domes and vaults – represent one of the most diffused structural typol-
ogies in historical buildings of both Eastern and Western architecture. Moreover, the growing interest in the preservation
and rehabilitation of historic constructions has created a need for the development of new efﬁcient tools for the analysis
and the evaluation of load-bearing capacity of these structures.
For instance, the ﬁrst ‘‘scientiﬁc” graphical attempts for the study of the equilibrium of masonry domes go back to the
early 18th century and are due to, e.g. Bouguer (1734), Bossut (1778) and Mascheroni (1785), who stated simple mono-
dimensional equilibrium equations, neglecting the role of circumferential forces. Anyway, what appeared clear from the
beginning, was that cracking occurs on curved masonry elements in presence of self-weight and of very low tensile stresses.
In this context, a considerable improvement in the analysis of spherical domes was achieved when Levy (1888) proposed a
graphical analysis aimed at ﬁnding the circle on which circumferential forces vanish. For an exhaustive history of the the-
ories of masonry vaults we remand to the classical treatise of Benvenuto (1991). Nowadays it can be afﬁrmed (Huerta, 2001)
that ‘‘the modern theory of limit analysis of masonry structures, which has been developed mainly by Heyman (1969), is the
tool to understand and analyze masonry structures”.. All rights reserved.
ax: +41 44 633 10 44.
i), milani@ibk.baug.ethz.ch (G. Milani), atralli@ing.unife.it (A. Tralli).
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(FE), traditional approaches based on the assumption of a 1D behavior (Heyman, 1977; Oppenheim et al., 1989; Pesciullesi
et al., 1997) are still the most diffused in engineering practice. In this context, modern and efﬁcient computerized models
have been presented in the framework of both thrust lines method (O’Dwyer, 1999; Block et al., 2006) and limit analysis
(Roca et al., 2007 for the reinforced masonry case), to predict possible collapse modes of masonry arches and axi-symmet-
rical domes.
On the other hand, when dealing with the study of complex 2D curved masonry shells, thrust lines methods and at hand
calculations are hardly applicable: therefore, FE approaches in the inelastic range have been preferred for these kind of prob-
lems, assuming for masonry either a no tension (Lucchesi et al., 1997, 1999), a damaging (Creazza et al., 2000, 2002) or an
orthotropic elasto-plastic behavior with low tensile resistance (Lourenço et al., 1997; Lourenço, 2005).
Namely, as far as the material masonry is concerned, the heterogeneity and the bricks staggering strongly inﬂuences
anisotropy at failure, both for in-plane (Page, 1981; Lourenço et al., 1997; de Buhan and de Felice, 1997; Milani et al.,
2006a) and out-of-plane loads (Milani et al., 2006c). Nowadays, several models are at disposal to take into account this effect,
but the approach based on the use of averaged constitutive equations seems to be the only one suitable to be employed in a
large scale ﬁnite element analysis (Milani et al., 2006b). Heterogeneous approaches based on a distinct representation of
bricks and joints seem to be limited to the study of panels of small dimensions, due to the large number of variables involved
in a non-linear ﬁnite element analysis. Therefore, alternative strategies based on continuous models have been recently
developed in order to tackle engineering problems. Obviously, these macro-approaches require a preliminary mechanical
characterization of the masonry material, which has to be derived from laboratory experimental data or in situ testing. In
this framework, homogenization techniques can be used for the analysis of large scale curved structures, in which different
textures may inﬂuence considerably orthotropic behavior (see Fig. 1 and Barbieri et al., 2004). Such techniques take into ac-
count at a cell level the mechanical properties of constituent materials and the geometry of the elementary cell. Furthermore,
the application of homogenization theory to the rigid-plastic case (Suquet, 1983) requires only a reduced number of material
parameters and provides signiﬁcant information at failure.
In the present paper, a novel ﬁnite element approach for the limit analysis of masonry vaulted structures is presented. A
six-noded triangular curved element is used in order to correctly take into account, as far as possible, the actual geometry of
the vault. For the sake of simplicity, a kinematic approach with possible velocity discontinuities along the edges of adjoining
elements is considered. In fact, it has been demonstrated (see Sloan and Kleeman, 1995) that the introduction of disconti-
nuities at the interfaces between contiguous elements is suitable for the analysis at collapse of purely cohesive or cohe-
sive-frictional materials, which is the case of masonry. Following a general approach widely diffused in the technical
literature for the analysis of masonry ﬂat plates (Sinha, 1978) plastic dissipation is allowed only at the interfaces (general-
ized cylindrical hinges) between adjoining elements. In this way an upper bound of the collapse multiplier is obtained, since,
looking at the dual formulation, the admissibility of the stress state is imposed (i.e. the thrust surface is obliged to be inside
the vault depth when a no tension material is considered) only at the element boundaries. In order to take into account all
possible deformation modes along triangles edges (i.e. rotation, stretching, and sliding) it is assumed that plastic dissipation
occurs as a combination of bending, torsion, out-of-plane shear and membrane actions. Such an assumption is necessary
when dealing with thick masonry shells (Reissner–Mindlin hypotheses). When in- and out-of-plane sliding phenomenabricks disposition
bricks disposition bricks disposition
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Fig. 1. Typical double curvature shell structures (X) and different bricks dispositions.
5260 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288occur, masonry exhibits a typical frictional behavior, which should be represented by non-associated ﬂow rules. Despite this
consideration, as it will be discussed throughout the paper, an associated ﬂow rule is here adopted for the interfaces, in order
to tackle large scale engineering problems with homogenization combined with simple LP routines. Thus, plastic dissipation
at the interfaces between adjoining elements is evaluated assuming for masonry an upper bound approximation of the ac-
tual strength domain. Such approximated failure surface is obtained by means of a homogenization approach on a suitable
elementary cell, identiﬁed case by case depending on the curved texture under consideration. As well known from homog-
enization theory, a rigid-plastic boundary values problem has to be solved on the unit cell in order to recover masonry failure
surface. In the paper, an UB ﬁnite element approach with triangular three-noded rigid elements is adopted. It is worth noting
that, for double-curvature shell like masonry domes, the identiﬁcation of an elementary cell which generates the whole
structure it is not always possible. However, in these cases, the technically meaningful simpliﬁcation of assuming masonry
constituted by the assemblage of bricks with variable sizes (depending on the value of principal curvatures) can be adopted.
In Section 2, the upper bound FE homogenization procedure adopted to obtain an upper bound approximation of the ac-
tual failure surfaces for masonry vaults is presented. In Section 3, the novel triangular six-noded curved element is pre-
sented, whereas in Section 4, several numerical simulations on a number of masonry shells experimentally tested until
collapse are performed. In particular, the dependence of the collapse load on the mesh reﬁnement and on constituent mate-
rials parameters (sensitivity analysis) is thoroughly discussed.
2. Masonry curved shells homogenized failure surfaces
In this section, a FE procedure for obtaining in- and out-of-plane masonry failure surfaces in case of curved shells is out-
lined. A linearization with several planes of such surfaces will be then implemented in the 3D kinematic FE limit analysis
code described in the following section for a kinematic limit analysis of entire masonry shells. The general case of curved
masonry vaults constituted by a ﬁnite number of inﬁnitely differentiable surfaces fi(x) is considered (Figs. 1 and 2). Since
in the homogenized FE procedure, plastic dissipation in the interfaces between adjoining elements can occur as a combina-
tion of in-plane actions, bending moment, torsion and out-of-plane shear, Reissner–Mindlin thick plate hypotheses are
adopted (Cecchi et al., 2007; Cecchi and Milani, 2008). It must be noted that the introduction of a limited shear strength un-
der out-of-plane actions could play an important role for instance in presence of monolithic arches and thin shells subjected
to concentrated loads, for which failure can occur as a result of out-of-plane sliding of the blocks, Fig. 3 (Drosopoulos et al.,
2006).r
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Fig. 2. Typical double curvature shell structures X constituted by more that one inﬁnitely differentiable surface (e.g. f1, . . . f4). In the ﬁgure principal
curvature radii at a point P are also represented (qs and qr).
Fig. 3. Possible sliding of a thick arch.
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Masonry is a composite material made by units bonded together with mortar joints. In most cases of building practice,
units and mortar are periodically arranged, i.e. walls are constituted by the regular repetition of bricks bonded with joints.
When dealing with ﬂat panels, such periodicity allows to consider an entire structure X as the repetition of a suitable rep-
resentative element of volume Y (REV or elementary cell) – see Fig. 4. Y contains all the information necessary for describing
completely the macroscopic behaviour of X. In particular, if a running bond pattern is considered, as shown in Fig. 4, it has
been shown that a rectangular elementary cell may be adopted.
On the other hand, when a curved masonry surfaceX, identiﬁed at a point P by the two principal curvatures 1/qs and 1/qr,
see Fig. 2, is considered, it is very straightforward to conclude that it is not always possible to rigorously consider X as a
regular repetition of the elementary volume Y, thus precluding in principle the utilization of homogenization in the most
general case. Nevertheless, a heuristic but technically suitable approach is to identify in any case a representative volume
element, as depicted in Fig. 4, which generates the double curvature shell by repetition. Obviously, such an approach should
require a variable dimension of bricks, passing from a row to the neighbours (see for instance D’Ayala and Casapulla, 2001),
which obviously is not in agreement with building practice.
As a rule, for periodic arrangements of units and mortar, homogenization techniques can be used both in the elastic and
rigid-plastic case, taking into account the micro-structure only at a cell level. This leads to a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation of the
numerical models adopted for the study of entire walls, especially when non-linear analyses have to be performed. Engineer-
ing approaches based on the solution of a suitable non-linear ﬁeld problem on the unit cell have been presented, for instance,
by Pegon and Anthoine (1997) and Massart et al. (2004) in order to apply homogenization concepts also in the inelastic-
range.
As it has been shown by Suquet (1983), macroscopic strength domains for periodic arrangements of heterogeneous mate-
rials may be obtained, by means of both static and kinematic theorems of limit analysis within the framework of homoge-
nization under the assumption of rigid-plastic behavior and associated ﬂow rule for the constituent materials.
Without loss of generality, let us consider a masonry shell constituted by a ﬁnite number of regular curved surfaces X. In
relation to a point P of X, two versors r and s can be identiﬁed, corresponding to two orthogonal directions disposed parallel
to the principal curvature planes of the vault at P, see Fig. 4. Let the principal curvature radii along r and s be denoted with
qs(x) and qr(x) respectively. Internal factors acting at each point P 2X are constituted by both in-plane (meridian, hoop and
shear stresses) and out-of-plane (meridian, parallel bending and torsion) actions.
When qr(x)?1 and qs (x) = qs"x 2X, the special cases of cross vaults, barrel and cloister vaults are obtained. For all
these cases of technical interest, the curved elementary cell Y shown in Fig. 5 can be identiﬁed, which generates the curved
surface by repetition. Furthermore, we deﬁne on Y the local curved frame of reference y1–y2–y3, with y3 normal to the vault
middle surface, y1 and y2 parallel to r and s, respectively (see Fig. 4).
For this special sub-class of problems, rigorous homogenization theory can be applied in combination with classic limit
analysis theorems for the evaluation of the homogenized in- and out-of-plane strength domain Shom of masonry.
Despite the fact that classic homogenization theory has never been applied to masonry vaults, but only to ﬂat walls,
homogenization concepts has been recently used, for instance, by Slinchenko and Verijenko (2001) for lattice shells of rev-
olution, for cylindrical shells by Andrianov et al. (2006) and by Habbal (2003) in the case of 1D wrinkled arches.P2P1
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Fig. 4. Comparison between a homogenization procedure for a plane wall and a curved masonry shell. (a) Rigorous elementary cell identiﬁcation. (b)
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sian frame of reference, thus being substantially different with respect to the ﬂat case.
The basic idea of the homogenization procedure consists in introducing averaged quantities representing the macroscopic
membrane actions and strain tensors (respectively, N and E) for in-plane actions, the macroscopic bending moment and cur-
vature tensors for the out-of-plane problem (respectively,M and v) and the out-of-plane sliding and shear (respectively, C3
and T3) deﬁned as follows (here the direction 3 is assumed perpendicular to the masonry middle plane, Fig. 4):E ¼ ½Eij ¼ hei ¼ 1V
Z
V
eðuÞdVði; j ¼ 1;2Þ
N=t ¼ ½Nij=t ¼ hri ¼ 1V
Z
V
rdVði; j ¼ 1;2Þ
v ¼ ½vij ¼ hoe=oyi ¼
1
V
Z
V
oeðuÞ
oy
dVði; j ¼ 1;2Þ
M ¼ ½Mij ¼ hry3i ¼
1
V
Z
V
ry3 dVði; j ¼ 1;2Þ
C3 ¼ hc3i ¼ h½ou3=oy1 þ ou1=oy3; ou3=oy2 þ ou2=oy3i ¼
1
V
Z
V
c3 dV
T3=t ¼ hs3i ¼ h½r13;r23i ¼ 1V
Z
V
s3 dV ð1Þ
E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288 5263where V is the volume of the elementary cell, t the transverse thickness, u is the displacements vector (components ui), e and
r stand for the local quantities (stress and strain tensors with components eij and rij, respectively) and h*i is the averaging
operator. It is worth noting that, in this way, the behaviour of a moderately thick shell (Reissner–Mindlin hypotheses) may
be modelled.
Anti-periodicity and periodicity conditions are imposed, respectively, to the stress ﬁeld r and the displacement
ﬁeld u:u ¼ eEy þ ~vy þ ~Cy þ uper uper on oY
rn anti-periodic on oY
(
ð2Þwhere:
- uper stands for a periodic displacement ﬁeld;
- oY is the cell internal boundary (see Fig. 4);
- eE ¼ E O; OT 0  (O is a 2  1 zero vector);
- ~v ¼ y3v O ð1=2v½ y1 y2 TÞT 0
 
;
- eC is a 3  3 matrix with all zeros except eC31 ¼ C3ð1Þ and eC32 ¼ C3ð2Þ.
Let Sm, Sb and Shom denote, respectively, the strength domains of mortar (or more properly of the interface between mor-
tar and bricks, see Lourenço and Rots, 1997), of the units and of the homogenized macroscopic material. Shom domain of the
equivalent medium is deﬁned in the space of the macroscopic stresses as follows (Suquet, 1983):Shom  ðN T M Þj
N=t ¼ hri ¼ 1V
R
V rdV ða1Þ
M=t ¼ hry3i ¼ 1V
R
V ry3 dV ða2Þ
T3=t ¼ hs3i ¼ 1V
R
V s3 dV ða3Þ
divr ¼ 0 ðbÞ
srtnint ¼ 0 ðcÞ
rn anti-periodic on oY ðdÞ
rðyÞ 2 Sm 8y 2 Ym; rðyÞ 2 Sb 8y 2 Yb ðeÞ
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð3ÞHere, srt denotes the jump of micro-stresses across any discontinuity surface of normal nint. Conditions (a) are typical for
homogenization, condition (d) is derived from anti-periodicity, condition (b) imposes the micro-equilibrium and condition
(e) represents the yield criteria for the components (brick and mortar).
The kinematic deﬁnition of Shom, used in this paper, is obtained by means of the dual formulation to (3), assuming in the
elementary cell a velocity ﬁeld v equal to _eEy þ _~vy þ _eCy þ vper, where _eE is a macroscopic strain rate ﬁeld, _~v contains the mac-
roscopic curvature rate ﬁeld, _eC contains the macroscopic out-of-plane sliding rate, and vper is a periodic velocity ﬁeld. Under
these hypotheses, the so called support function phom can be evaluated as follows:phomð _eE; _~v; _eCÞ ¼ inf
v
fPðvÞjv ¼ _eEy þ y3 _~vy þ _eCy þ vperg ð4ÞWhere P(v) is the power dissipated in the elementary cell for a given v.
From (4), it has been shown that a kinematic deﬁnition of Shom can be obtained as follows:Shom  N M Tð Þj
N : _EþM : _vþ TT _C ¼ 1 6 phom _eE; _~v; _eC  8 _eE; _~v; _eC
phom _eE; _~v; _eC  ¼ inf
v
PðvÞjv ¼ _eEy þ y3 _~vy þ _eCy þ vpern o
PðvÞ ¼ RY pð _dÞdY þ RS pð½½v;nÞdS
8>>><>>: ð5Þwhere:
- S is any discontinuity surface of v in Y, n is the normal to S;
- p([[v]];n) = 1/2([[v]]  n + n  [[v]]);
- pð _dÞ ¼ max
r
fr : _d; r 2 SðyÞg;
- N, M and T are the ultimate homogenized membrane, bending and out-of-plane shear actions, respectively.
It is worth noting that, using the kinematic deﬁnition given by (5), it is possible to explicitly determine the homogenized
strength domain of masonry in the space of the macroscopic stresses using a FE limit analysis discretization of the elemen-
tary cell (Fig. 5b).
In particular, Shom is obtained by means of the following constrained minimization problem:
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k ¼ min
vper ; _E; _v; _C
1
V
R
V Pð _dÞdV _dij ¼ 12 ovioyj þ
ovj
oyi
 
ðaÞ
N0 : _EþM0 : _vþ T0T _C ¼ 1 ðbÞ
v ¼ _eEy þ y3 _~vy þ _eCy þ vper ðcÞ
8>><>>>: ð6Þ
where
- k is the kinematic limit multiplier of the assigned macroscopic actions (moments, membrane actions or out-of-plane
shear);
- M0, N0 and T0 are, respectively, unitary bending, membrane actions and out-of-plane shear tensors/vectors (i.e. they
deﬁne only the direction in the Shom generalized stress space at which k is evaluated, see also Fig. 6);
- Pð _dÞ is the local plastic dissipation over the REV;
- y is a point of the REV in the local frame of reference;
- _d is the micro-strain rate tensor, i.e. _dij ¼ 12 ovioyj þ
ovj
oyi
 
.
2.2. Derivation of masonry homogenized failure surfaces by means of a FE discretization of the unit cell
A strategy for obtaining an accurate estimation of Shom is to solve problem (6) for several assignedM0–N0–T0 directions of
the macroscopic actions by means of a limit analysis FE approach.
In what follows, a FE upper bound approach is adopted, in which dissipation occurs only at the interfaces between adjoin-
ing elements, both for in-plane and out-of-plane actions.
When dealing with a triangular FE discretization of the elementary cell with inﬁnitely resistant elements, as shown in
Fig. 5b, plastic dissipation can occur only at interfaces between adjoining elements. The approach seems particularly suitable
for masonry under out-of-plane actions, which usually fails due to formation of well deﬁned cracking lines (Sinha, 1978;
Lourenço, 1999). Three different typologies of interfaces occur when a masonry elementary cell is considered, namely inter-
nal mortar–mortar, brick–brick and brick–mortar interfaces. Typically, cracking occurs in practice with a cohesive frictional
behaviour at the interface between bricks and mortar or directly inside the joint. On the other hand, as experimental evi-
dences show, sliding occurs in mortar joints with almost zero dilatancy with typical non-associated ﬂow rule. This violates
one of the hypotheses of classic limit analysis theory (see for instance Ferris and Tin-Loi, 2001; Orduña and Lourenço, 2003,
2005), implying that the uniqueness of the ultimate load may be lost and a multiplicity of solutions may exist for limit anal-
ysis problems, see for instance Begg and Fishwick (1995). On the other hand, classical limit analysis theorems assure the
uniqueness of the ultimate load factor and lead to simple optimization problems. For the above-mentioned reasons, in this
paper associated ﬂow rules are assumed for the constituent materials.
In general, any non-linear failure criterion / = /(r) for mortar–mortar and bricks–mortar interfaces can be assumed.
Nonetheless, as experimental evidences show, basic failure modes for masonry walls with weak mortar are a mixing of slid-
ing along the joints (a), direct tensile splitting of the joints (b) and compressive crushing at the interface between mortar and
bricks (c). These modes may be gathered adopting a Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion combined with tension cut-off and cap
in compression, see Fig. 7, as suggested by Lourenço and Rots (1997).
For what concerns brick–brick interfaces, a classic Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion in plane stress (/b = /b(r)) is assumed.
Let us consider a generic interface I between adjoining triangular elements M and N, as shown in Fig. 5c. We denote with
n1–n2–n3 an interface local frame of reference, with n3 axis perpendicular to the interface and n1–n2 laying on the interfaceM
11M
n
M22
12
macroscopic strength domain 
projection
T = 000N = 0
2n
1n
3n
n
Fig. 6. Meaning of N0, M0 and T0 (vector nR determines, in this case, M0 = [nR1nR3;nR3 nR2]).
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E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288 5265plane. r ¼ r33 r13 r23½  in Fig. 5c is the stress vector ﬁeld acting on the interface, with r33 component normal to the inter-
face (i.e. the stress acting parallel to n3 axis) and r13 and r23 the tangential stresses at the interface and parallel to axes n1–n2,
respectively.
The moderate curvatures of the surfaces considered and the small dimensions of the elementary cell with respect to the
whole structure allow the utilization of three-noded elements instead of six-noded curved triangles at a cell level (Fig. 5b).
Thus, for each element, Fig. 5c, six velocities unknown are introduced, namely three centroid velocities (ux, uy, uz) along x, y, z
axes and three rotations Ux, Uy, Uz. Let us denote with ½½wðn1; n2Þ ¼ Dw1 Dw2 Dw3½ T the jump in velocity ﬁeld on I, Dwj
corresponding to the velocity jump along the direction j with respect to n1  n2  n3. Trivial algebra permits to conclude that
the jump of the velocity ﬁeld [[w]] is linear on I.
Aiming at treating the problem within the framework of linear programming, within each interface I of area AI, a piece-
wise linear approximation of the failure surface / = /(r) is adopted. / = /(r) is generally constituted by nlin planes of equa-
tion AI
T
i r ¼ cIi1 6 i 6 nlin. In Fig. 7, for instance, two different linearized failure surfaces for both mortar–mortar interfaces and
brick–mortar interfaces are shown.
Since in the FE model adopted, the jump in velocity on interfaces is assumed to vary linearly, 3  nlin independent plastic
multiplier rates are assumed as optimization variables for each interface.
As usual in an upper bound limit analysis approach, classic equality constraints between plastic multiplier rates ﬁelds
_kIiðn1; n2Þ and jump in velocity [[w(n1,n2)]] ﬁeld on the interface are imposed:½½wðn1; n2Þ ¼
Xnlin
i¼1
_kIiðn1; n2Þ
o/
or
ð7ÞWhere:
- n = (n1,n2) are the local coordinates of a generic point of the interface;
- _kIiðn1; n2Þ is the ith plastic multiplier rate ﬁeld of I, associated with the ith linearization plane of the failure surface.
It is worth noting that, in order to satisfy Eq. (7) for each point of I, nine equality constraints must be imposed, i.e. it is
necessary to evaluate (7) in correspondence of three different positions Pk ¼ nPk1 ; nPk2
 
on I (Fig. 5c):½½w nPk1 ; nPk2
 
 ¼
Xnlin
i¼1
_kIi n
Pk
1 ; n
Pk
2
  o/
or
k ¼ 1;2;3 ð8ÞWhere _kIi n
Pk
1 ; n
Pk
2
 
is the ith plastic multiplier rate of I, which corresponds to point Pk ¼ nPk1 ; nPk2
 
.
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AI
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Xnlin
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o/
or
 T
rdAI ¼ 1
3
Xnlin
i¼1
cIi
X3
k¼1
_kIi n
Pk
1 ; n
Pk
2
 
AI ð9Þwhere all the symbols have been already introduced.
External power dissipated may be written as:pext ¼ RT0 þ kRT1
 	
v ð10Þ
where R0 is the vector of permanent loads, k is the load multiplier, RT1 is the vector of unitary loads dependent on the load
multiplier (i.e. the optimization direction in the space of macroscopic stresses) and v is the assembled velocity vector of ele-
ments, which collects elements centroid velocities and rotations.
Let us remark that, when dealing with masonry vaulted structures, dead loads play a crucial role and contribute in a not
negligible manner to the external power.
Obviously, periodicity conditions (6) are imposed on v in the framework of classic FE procedures by means of standard
Dirichlet boundary conditions (Pegon and Anthoine, 1997).0-200-300-400-500-600-700
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Fig. 8. In-plane homogenized failure surface at different orientations of the load with respect to bed joint # direction, ribbed cross vault.
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Hence, the external power becomes linear in v and k and can be written as pext ¼ RT0vþ k.
Both by Eqs. (7)–(9) and the kinematic formulation of limit analysis, the following constrained minimization problem is
obtained:Table 1
Ribbed
Joint (Lo
ft (N/m
fc (N/m
c
U
U2
Brick (c
fc (N/m
Mechan
* The v
Table 2
Barrel r
Joint (Lo
ft (N/m
fc (N/m
c
U
U2
Brick (M
fc (N/m
c (N/mm
U
Mechank ¼ min
x^¼½v;kIi ðPkÞ
PnI
I¼1
pIint  RT0v
RT1v ¼ 1
½½wðPkÞ ¼
Pnlin
i¼1
_kIi n
Pk
1 ; n
Pk
2
 
o/
or Pk 2 I
8>>>><>>>>:
ð11Þwhere nI is the total number of interfaces considered and x^ is the vector of total optimization unknowns. In general, problem
(11) may be easily handled numerically both by means of well know simplex or interior point methods.
2.3. Numerical simulations
The structural examples treated in what follows with the model proposed (Section 4) require the determination of dif-
ferent masonry failure surfaces, one for each example. Shom, in fact, depends both on mechanical properties of the constituent
materials and on the shape of the elementary cell. Nevertheless, similar results have been achieved in all the cases analyzed.
For these reasons, for the sake of conciseness, only results referred to the ribbed cross vault are reported. In particular, in
Fig. 8, membrane masonry failure surfaces obtained with the procedure described are reported assuming for joint-joint
interfaces a Lourenço and Rots (1997) and for bricks a Rankine failure criterion in compression. Mechanical properties of
the constituent materials are reported in Table 1, joints thickness is assumed equal to 10 mm whereas bricks are assumed
of dimensions 250  120  55 mm3. It is worth noting from Table 2 that joints compressive strength has been taken equal to
masonry vertical compressive strength. Such a choice is related to the fact that the rigid plastic model adopted assumes a
ductile behavior of the bricks and 3D effects are neglected. Therefore, it is not possible to reproduce numerically masonry
crushing in compression, which results in an ultimate resistance being intermediate with respect to bricks and mortar com-
pressive strength. Thus, mechanical properties of joints in compression are assumed with the sole aim of ﬁtting experimental
masonry strength. On the other hand, for the structural examples reported in what follows, compression regime is scarcely
active and inﬂuences marginally failure loads.
The elementary cell used, with its discretization obtained by means of triangular elements, is depicted in Fig. 9, where
two tensile failure mechanisms in presence of pure Nrr (a) and combined Nrr, Nrs, Nss actions (b) are shown. The out-of-planecross vault tested by Faccio et al. (1999)
urenço Rots failure criterion)
m2) Tensile strength 0.05
m2) Compressive strength 2.3*
Cohesion 1.2ft
Friction angle 25
Angle of the linerized compressive cap 40
ompressive cutoff)
m2) Compressive strength 30
ical characteristic assumed for joints and bricks.
alue adopted corresponds to masonry vertical compressive strength adopted by Creazza et al. (2000).
ectangular vault tested by Vermeltfoort (2001)
urenço Rots failure criterion)
m2) Tensile strength 0.3
m2) Compressive strength 2.5
Cohesion 1.2ft
Friction angle 20
Angle of the linerized compressive cap 40
ohr–Coulomb failure criterion with compressive cutoff)
m2) Compressive strength 30
2) Cohesion 1
Friction angle 45
ical characteristic assumed for joints and bricks.
Fig. 9. In-plane failure mechanisms on the curved elementary cell. (a) pure Nrr action and detail of elementary cell out-of-plane curvature (ribbed cross
vault elementary cell). (b) Complex in-plane failure in presence of Nrr, Nrs, Nss.
5268 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288curvature, equal to 1/2.15 m1 is highlighted in the ﬁgure. Such a curvature has the effect of slightly reducing masonry in-
plane strength domain (compare, for instance Fig. 8 with Milani et al., 2006a). In particular, while horizontal tensile strength
remains almost the same with respect to the ﬂat case, vertical tensile strength decreases from 12 N/mm to 11.1 N/mm (%
difference: 7.5). Thus, the ratio between limit strengths on the principal orthotropic axes ðNlim1 =Nlim2 Þ increases, in this case,
from 3.91 to 4.23.3. The curved triangular F. E. model
3.1. Basic assumptions
In this Section, a kinematic FE approach for the homogenized upper bound limit analysis of masonry curved shells is
presented. The simplest FE discretization of curved surfaces is represented by a piecewise linear approximation of the
middle surface by means of rigid ﬂat three-noded triangular elements. When dealing with in- and out-of-plane prob-
lems (as is the case here treated), the resulting three-noded element is a combination between the in-plane FE pro-
posed by Sloan and Kleeman (1995, but with dissipation only on interfaces) and the plate triangle by Cecchi et al.
(2007).
In what follows, an alternative six-noded triangular curved rigid element with possible velocities discontinuities along
the edges of adjoining elements is developed. Following a general approach widely diffused in the technical literature for
the analysis of masonry ﬂat plates (Sinha, 1978), in the model, plastic dissipation is allowed only at the interfaces between
adjoining elements.
The utilization of six-noded curved elements allows (if compared with standard three-noded ﬂat elements) a better eval-
uation of failure loads for curved masonry structures, since it is possible to accurately approximate the actual shape of
curved surfaces even with few elements (Chapelle and Bathe, 2003) and it permits a reliable estimation of both internal
and external (e.g. dead loads) dissipations.
On the other hand, it is stressed that an important limitation of the limit analysis approach here adopted is its impossi-
bility to give information (required by some codes of practice) on displacements. In any case, once that a failure mechanism
is known from limit analysis, an elastic FE analysis of the resistant structure immediately before the collapse may be used to
have information on the displacements.
3.2. Six-noded curved shell element
Let a six-noded triangular curved shell element E be considered, as shown in Fig. 10a, with nodes coordinates
(xi,yi,zi),i = 1, . . . ,6 and node numbers disposed in counter clockwise, with vertex node numbers from 1 to 3. Let symbol X
indicates the surface of E, Fig. 10.
Let us introduce two natural coordinates t and p varying, respectively, from 0 to 1 and from 0 to 1  t (Zienkiewicz and
Taylor, 1989). Hence the global coordinate (x,y,z) of a point P within the triangular element E can be expressed as:P  x y z½ T ¼
X6
i¼1
Niðt;pÞ xi yi zi½ T ð12ÞWhere xi, yi and zi are global coordinates of node Pi (i = 1, . . . ,6) and Ni is the node i shape function. Ni are given by:
yz
3
e2
1e
3e
2
1
4
5
6 E
t
p
1
1
0
e
12
Fig. 10. Six-noded curved element (a) and its implementation in Matlab (b). The green line refers to Ce12 edge. (For interpretation of the references to colours
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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gið2gi  1Þi ¼ 1;2;3
4gi3gi2i ¼ 4;5;6


gi ¼
1 p t i ¼ 1;4
t i ¼ 2
p i ¼ 3
8><>:
ð13ÞNatural coordinates of nodal points are, respectively, P1(t,p) = (0, 0), P2(t,p) = (1,0), P3(t,p) = (0,1), P4(t,p) = (1/2, 0),
P5(t,p) = (1/2,1/2), P6(t,p) = (0,1/2).
Let us consider the Ce12 edge of the element E, connecting P1 and P2 nodes. Similar considerations can be repeated for 1–3
and 2–3 edges, respectively, with no conceptual differences. Since the edge is constrained to pass through P1, P4 and P2 nodes,
each point P on Ce12 is given in parametric form (assuming i.e. p = 0) as follows:P ¼ PðtÞ ¼
xðtÞ
yðtÞ
zðtÞ
264
375j
xðtÞ ¼ xP1 þ 3xP1  xP2 þ 4xP4
 	
t þ 2 xP1 þ xP2
 	 2xP4 t2
yðtÞ ¼ yP1 þ 3yP1  yP2 þ 4yP4
 
t þ 2 yP1 þ yP2
 
 2yP4
h i
t2
zðtÞ ¼ zP1 þ 3zP1  zP2 þ 4zP4
 	
t þ 2 zP1 þ zP2
 	 2zP4 t2
8>><>: ð14Þ
where xPi , yPi and zPi are, respectively, x, y and z coordinates of node Pi and t 2 0 1½ . From (14), it follows that for an arbi-
trary edge Ceij of an element E which connects nodes i  j, a suitable local curved frame of reference se–re–qe with origin on
vertex i can be identiﬁed, as shown in Fig. 11.
We consider curved elements as rigid bodies inﬁnitely resistant, with possible plastic dissipation only at the edges be-
tween adjoining elements. In this context, thus, it is necessary to evaluate jump in velocities between adjoining elements
in the local coordinate system se–re–qe. From Eqs. (12)–(14), we obtain by differentiation vectors se–re–qe in the global coor-
dinate system:re ¼ n1  n2 ¼ ðoP=otÞ=koP=otk  ðoP=opÞ=koP=opk
se ¼ dPðtÞdt = dPðtÞdt
 
qe ¼ se  re
ð15Þat each point P(t) belonging to the edge Ce12.1
z
es 4
re
q6 e
3
eq 5
y
x
e
12
2
re
se
t
Fig. 11. Ce12 edge with thickness t and s
e–qe–re curved local frame of reference.
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dinate system to the local (see Fig. 12):se
qe
re
264
375 ¼ TðtÞ e1e2
e3
264
375 ð16ÞOn the other hand, for a generic point P on Ce12, local abscissa s
e (from P1) is determined by means of:seðtÞ ¼
Z t
0
dse ¼
Z t
0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðdx=dtÞ2 þ ðdy=dtÞ2 þ ðdz=dtÞ2
q
dt ð17ÞCoordinates of element centroid (i.e. xG ¼ 1X
R
X xdX; yG ¼ 1X
R
X ydX; zG ¼ 1X
R
X zdX) are evaluated by means of numerically
tackled surface integrals, taking into account that dX = koP/ot  oP/opkdpdt.
Since curved triangular elements here adopted are rigid, velocity ﬁeld interpolation inside each element depends only on
6 independent variables representing centroid velocities uG ¼ uGx uGy uGz
 T
and rigid rotationsUG ¼ UGx UGy UGz
h iT
along
coordinate axes.
Therefore, velocity ﬁeld of a generic point P on Ce12 edge is expressed in the global frame of reference as:uxðtÞ
uyðtÞ
uzðtÞ
264
375 ¼ u
G
x =ðxðtÞ  xGÞ UGz UGy
UGz u
G
y=ðyðtÞ  yGÞ UGx
UGy UGx uGz =ðzðtÞ  zGÞ
2664
3775
xðtÞ  xG
yðtÞ  yG
zðtÞ  zG
264
375 ¼ RGðP  GÞ ð18ÞFrom (18), it follows that velocity ﬁeld in the local coordinate system depends on t non-linearly (see Eq. (14)).
In order to evaluate internal power dissipated at the interfaces by means of Shom, the jump in velocity vector
½uMN ¼ ½ _Dq _DsD _#nnD _#nt _Dr for each point of the interface has to be evaluated as a function of elements centroids velocities
and rotations. _Dq and _Ds represent the in-plane normal and tangential velocity jumps, D _#nn and D _#nt are the ﬂexion and tor-
sion rotation rates jumps, whereas _Dr is the out-of-plane tangential velocity jump (see Fig. 13).
By means of (16) and (18), jump in velocities ﬁeld between elementsM and N in the local coordinate system ð _Dq _Ds _D~rÞ can
be written as follows:_DsðseÞ
_DqðseÞ
_D~rðseÞ
264
375 ¼ TMðseÞ1RMG ðPðseÞ  GMÞ  TNðseÞ1RNGðPðseÞ  GNÞ ð19ÞWhere _D~rðseÞ is the total out-of-plane jump in velocities, containing contributions of _DrðseÞ and D _#nt .
On the other hand, D _#nn and D _#nt can be determined by means of the following expression (see Fig. 12 for the deﬁnition of
angles Ue, We and #e):D _#nn ¼  sinð#eÞ cosðUeÞ UMxx UNxx
 	þ cosð#eÞ cosðUeÞ UMyy UNyy þ sinðUeÞ UMzz UNzz 	
D _#nt ¼  cosð#eÞ cosðWeÞ UMxx UNxx
 	þ sinð#eÞ cosðWeÞ UMyy UNyy þ sinðWeÞ UMzz UNzz 	 ð20ÞThus, from Eqs. (20) and (19), for a generic point with abscissa se it yields:es
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Fig. 12. Global and local frame of reference. Determination of Ue and We.
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Fig. 13. Triangular elements utilized for the structural analyses. In- and out-of-plane dissipation, possible plastic dissipation at the interface due to in-plane
normal action, in-plane shear, bending moment, torsion and out-of-plane shear.
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e
 
ð21ÞWhere L12 is the interface length.
Finally, it is worth noting that, in the model, both an out-of-plane sliding at the interfaces between contiguous triangular
elements and torsional failure are possible (see Fig. 13). As a consequence, both thin and relatively thick shells may be mod-
elled quite accurately (Reissner–Mindlin hypotheses). Nevertheless, when the ratio between shell thickness and radius ex-
ceeds 1/10, a full 3D analysis is recommended to obtain reliable results. On the other hand, the utilization of plate and shell
elements is preferable in terms of time required to solve LP problems at a structural level, since the total number of optimi-
zation variables is limited to a great extent.
3.3. Plastic ﬂow relationships and power dissipation
We introduce for each interface I between contiguous elements, macroscopic speciﬁc actions collected in the vector tI
(Fig. 14) deﬁned as tI
T ¼ NIqq NIss MInn MInt TIrr
h i
, constituted by membrane actions acting along local axis qeðNIqqÞ and
local axis seðNIssÞ, bending moment ðMInnÞ, torsion ðMIntÞ and out-of-plane shear ðTIrrÞ.
Power dissipated at the interface can be evaluated solving analytically the following integral:qqN
N
ss
M
nt
T
rr
M
nn
re
es
eq
er
se
qe
1
4 2
3
Fig. 14. Internal actions tI at the interface I in the local coordinate system.
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Z L12
0
NIqq _Dqþ NIss _DsþMInn _D#nn þMInt _D#nt þ TIrr _Dr
 
ds ð22ÞFor each interface Iof length L12, we suppose to have at disposal the homogenized (linearized) strength domain constituted
by mI planes in the local coordinate system (a generic linearization plane qI has equation
Aq
I
qqN
I
qq þ Aq
I
ssN
I
ss þ Bq
I
nnM
I
nn þ Bq
I
ntM
I
nt þ Aq
I
rrT
I
rr ¼ Cq
I
I 1 6 qI 6 mIÞ. Such a linearization for each interface (and, in principle, for each3 m
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Fig. 15. Barrel rectangular vault. Geometry and loading condition.
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E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288 5273point of the interface) can be obtained from Shom exploiting the procedure recommended by Krabbenhoft et al. (2005), and
the reader is referred there for further details. Introducing plastic multipliers ﬁelds at the interface (one for each linearization
plane) from Eq. (22), power dissipated at the interface can be re-written as:PI ¼
Z L12
0
_kIðseÞ NIqqAq
I
qq þ NIssAq
I
ss þMInnBq
I
nn þMIntBq
I
nt þ TIrrAq
I
rr
 
ds ð23ÞObviously, ﬁeld _kIqI ðseÞ assumes the same analytical expression found for the velocity ﬁeld, i.e. is quadratic in t, see Eqs. (14)
and (18). Therefore, _kIqI ðseÞ ﬁeld is fully determined introducing only three plastic multipliers for each internal interface and
for each linearization plane, corresponding to nodes 1, 4, 2.
On the other hand, the numerical evaluation of integral (23) case by case is time consuming and should involve several
variables for each interface. Thus, in order both to reduce the computational cost and to be able to tackle complex 3D anal-
yses, a simple symbolic integration is performed. In this way, plastic dissipation at a generic interface can be obtained with a
very limited computation effort as:PI ¼
XmI
qI
W1 _k
I;1
qI þW4 _kI;4qI þW2 _kI;2qI
 
Cq
I
I ð24Þwhere W1 = L12/6 =W2 and W4 = 2L12/3. It is worth noting that rigorous upper bounds are obtained only in presence of (a)
straight interfaces or (b) interfaces lying on a plane but with quadratic shape. In all the other cases, only a second order
approximation of the actual plastic multipliers ﬁeld is obtained, that means that the generic curved shell is approximated
with a second degree surfaces patch. Such a choice seems reasonable for all the numerical analyses performed at a structural
level in the present paper.
External power dissipated can be written as Pex ¼ PT0 þ kPT1
 
w, where P0 is the vector of permanent loads, k is the load
multiplier for the structure examined, PT1 is the vector of variable loads and w is the vector of assembled centroid elements
velocities. As the amplitude of the failure mechanism is arbitrary, a further normalization condition PT1w ¼ 1 is usually intro-
duced. Hence, the external power becomes linear in w and k.
3.4. The linear programming (LP) problem
After some elementary assemblage operations, a linear programming problem to minimize is obtained, where the objec-
tive function is the total internal power dissipated minus power dissipated by external loads not dependent on the load
multiplier:min Pin;assI _k
I;assT  PT0w
n o
such that
AeqU ¼ beq
_kI;ass P 0
(
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Fig. 17. Barrel rectangular vault. Comparison between experimental and numerical (dashed line) results.
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- U is the vector of global unknowns and collects the vector of elements centroids velocities (w) and rotations (U) and the
vector of assembled interface plastic multiplier rates ( _kI;assÞ.
- Aeq is the overall constraints matrix and collects normalization conditions, velocity boundary conditions and constraints
for plastic ﬂow in velocity discontinuities.
- Pin;assI collects the coefﬁcients WiC
qI
I of Eq. (24) of all the n
I interfaces.
The reader is referred to Sloan and Kleeman (1995) for a critical discussion of efﬁcient linear programming tools suited for
solving (25).
On the other hand, it is worth noting that recent trends in limit analysis have demonstrated that the linearization of
the strength domain can be circumvented using conic/semideﬁnite programming (e.g. Makrodimopoulos and Martin,
2006; Krabbenhoft et al., 2007; Krabbenhoft et al., in press). This tool is more powerful in terms of processing time
with respect to classic LP and could lead to a numerical efﬁciency improvement for the structural analyses. Both free
(e.g. SeDuMi, http://sedumi.mcmaster.ca/) and commercial (e.g. www.mosek.com) standalone tools are nowadays avail-
able; nonetheless, since the aim of this paper is mainly concentrated on the structural aspects related to the limit anal-
ysis of curved masonry elements, the classic interior point LP routine available in Matlab is used for the sake of
simplicity.
It is interesting to note that an estimation of membrane actions and moments associated to the failure mechanism can be
obtained via the dual problem of (25):Fig. 18
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such that
HT ½wUT þ AinT _kI;ass ¼ 0
RT ½wUT ¼ 1
_kI;ass P 0
8><>:
maxfk^g
such that
HRþ Rk^ P0 ¼ 0
AinR 6 Pin;assTI
(8>><>:
8>>><>>>:
primal dual ð26ÞWhere R collects elements membrane actions and moment of each element and k^ is the collapse multiplier.
4. Structural examples
In this section, several numerical results on a number of masonry vaults are presented and compared with experimental
data available from the technical literature.Barrel rectangular vault. (a) Numerical failure mechanism compared with experimental evidences by Vermeltfoort (2001). (b) Normalized power
ed patch (Pmax is the maximum nodal power dissipation value). Experimental failure photo is taken from Vermeltfoort (2001) and is reported with
aim of showing the capabilites of the numerical model proposed.
5276 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288The ﬁrst two examples are, respectively, a barrel rectangular vault and a skew arch, both tested by Vermeltfoort (2001).
The third example relies on a ribbed cross vault experimentally tested by Faccio et al. (1999), whereas the last example is a
hemispherical dome (related experimental results are available from Creazza et al., 2000).
For each example, the homogenized limit analysis approach presented in the previous section has been employed to pre-
dict ultimate load and failure mechanism, assuming for the constituent materials (where available) experimentally deter-
mined mechanical properties (Vermeltfoort, 2001; Faccio et al., 1999; Creazza et al., 2000, 2002; Foraboschi, 2006).
Finally, for all the examples analyzed, both a mesh dependence study and a sensitivity analysis are reported. Sensitivity
analysis is conducted varying in a wide range mortar tensile strength (generally covering all mortar typologies available in
practice) and mortar friction angle, with the aim of investigating the inﬂuence of the mechanical properties of joints on col-
lapse load and failure mechanism. When dealing with mesh dependence study, numerical collapse loads obtained by means
of both six-noded curved and ﬂat three-noded elements are also reported. Obviously, differences between models tend to
vanish for sufﬁciently reﬁned meshes, but (at least in principle) a non-negligible difference can occur between models for
coarse meshes, especially in presence of curved interfaces. From a theoretical point of view, such differences are due to
(a) the different geometrical representation of curved surfaces, (b) the evaluation of internal dissipation at interfaces and
(c) the evaluation of distributed loads external power (e.g. dead loads).
4.1. Barrel rectangular vault
The ﬁrst analysis relies on the determination of the ultimate strength of a barrel rectangular vault experimentally tested
by Vermeltfoort (2001). The vault is a parabolic arch with a clear span of 3 m, an inner radius of 2.5 m, a width of 1.25 m and
a sagitta of 0.5 m.
The arch is a one-head brick structure with depth equal to 100 mm. Bricks are assumed of dimensions
200  100  52 mm3 (Rijswaard soft mud bricks) and with joints thickness equal to 12 mm. Following Vermeltfoort
(2001), experimental bricks compressive strength is 27 N/mm2, whereas mortar compressive strength is 2.5 N/mm2.
Mechanical properties assumed for joints and bricks are reported in Table 2, and have been taken in agreement with the
experimental data available. In particular, for joints a Lourenço-Rots failure criterion has been assumed, whereas for bricks3 m
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Fig. 20. Barrel rectangular vault. Bending moment and compressive stress eccentricity evaluated from the dual problem.
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Fig. 21. Skew vault. Geometry and loading condition.
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Fig. 22. Skew vault. (a) Mesh 3: 348 elements and 755 nodes (b) Mesh dependence study (Black: six-noded elements. Blue: three-noded elements). (For
interpretation of the references to colours in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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5278 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288a Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with compressive cutoff has been adopted. Where some data were missing, they have
been chosen assuming typical values from international consolidated literature. The corresponding masonry homogenized
failure surface has been obtained by means of the homogenization technique described in previous section.
In Fig. 15, the geometry and the loading condition are reported. Only the second concentrated load from the left was in-
creased by Vermeltfoort (2001) until failure, whereas the remaining loads were maintained constantly equal to 5 kN. Four
different meshes, with increasing reﬁnement, have been used (the most reﬁned mesh, mesh 4, is represented in Fig. 16a)
in order to perform a mesh dependence study for the numerical collapse load (Fig. 16b). In Fig. 16b, a comparison between
three-noded and six-noded elements performance is also reported. Non-negligible differences can be noticed for the coarsest
mesh, nevertheless it is interesting to underline that collapse load evaluation strongly depends on the position of the gen-
eralized plastic hinges deﬁning the failure mechanism, i.e. position of interfaces is crucial.
In Fig. 17, a comparison between the numerical failure load and the experimental result is presented: the good agreement
between numerical and experimental results is worth noting.
When dealing with the sensitivity analysis, three different values of friction angle U have been considered, respectively,
equal to 20, 25 and 30. Similarly, four different values of the tensile strength ft have been inspected, respectively, equal to
0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 N/mm2. Collapse load numerically evaluated at different friction angles and cohesions is reported in
Fig. 18a and b.
It is interesting to note from the sensitivity analysis that, for high values of tensile strength, the failure load does not de-
pend on mortar friction angle, being failure essentially due to pure bending, as shown in Fig. 19a. In Fig. 19b, the internalFig. 23. Skew vault. (a) Numerical failure mechanism compared with experimental evidences by Vermeltfoort (2001). (b) Normalized power dissipated
patch (Pmax is the maximum nodal power dissipation value). Experimental failure photo is taken from Vermeltfoort (2001) and is reported with the sole aim
of showing the capabilites of the numerical model proposed.
E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288 5279power dissipation patch is also presented. As it possible to note, internal dissipation is concentrated under the line of appli-
cation of the external load, meaning that, in this case, failure occurs as a consequence of the formation of two ﬂexural ‘‘plas-
tic” hinges. A total of four hinges is present at collapse (two geometrical and two plastics), a result clearly in agreement with
simple mono-dimensional predictions based on at hand calculations (kinematical chains). The numerical collapse load turns
out to be very near to that found by Vermeltfoort (2001) during experimentation (see Fig. 17). Finally, in order to evaluate
internal forces acting on the arch, in Fig. 20 bending moment and axial compressive load eccentricity (deﬁned as the ratio
between bending moment and axial load) along arch length are reported. Numerical data are collected from the solution vec-
tor of the dual problem (26). It is particularly evident both the formation of two plastic hinges with position corresponding to
the maximum positive and negative eccentricities, as well as the effect of the small tensile strength adopted for mortar
joints, which allows that maximum eccentricities are greater than one half of the arch thickness.
4.2. Skew arch
The second numerical simulation relies on a skew parabolic arch with a clear span of 3 m, an inner radius of 2.5 m, a
width of 1.25 m, a sagitta of 0.5 m tested by Vermeltfoort (2001). As in the previous case the vault is a one-head brick struc-
ture with depth equal to 100 mm and with joints thickness equal to 12 mm.
Mechanical properties assumed for joints and bricks are reported in Table 2 and are the same of the barrel rectangular
vault. In Fig. 21 the geometry and the loading condition are reported.20
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in order to perform the mesh dependence study reported in Fig. 22b, where the numerical failure load obtained with the
different meshes considered is reported. In Fig. 22b, collapse loads obtained by means of ﬂat three-noded elements are also
reported. Failure mechanism and plastic dissipation obtained with mesh 3 is also reported in Fig. 23.
No experimental force–displacement curves are at disposal for the example at hand. From Vermeltfoort (2001), only the
experimental collapse load (around 26 kN) is available. When mechanical properties reported in Table 2 are adopted, a
numerical collapse load of 34 kN is obtained, in acceptable agreement (when an associated limit analysis approach is
adopted) with experimental evidences.
In Fig. 24a and b results from the sensitivity analysis are presented. As in the previous case, three different values of fric-
tion angle U have been considered (20, 25 and 30), with the same four different values of ft tensile strength (0.05, 0.1, 0.3
and 0.5 N/mm2).
It is interesting to note that, at a ﬁxed value of tensile strength, the failure load varies considerably with varying mortar
friction angle (see Fig. 24b), meaning that failure is due to a non-trivial combination of out-of-plane shear, bending and tor-
sion, as shown in Fig. 23a, where the failure mechanism of the arch for ft equal to 0.3 N/mm2 and U equal to 20 is reported.
Obviously, in this case, a mono-dimensional analysis would be not useful and a 3D shell model is necessary to reproduce the
torsion behavior of the arch.
In Fig. 23b, the internal power dissipation patch is also presented. As it is possible to note, internal dissipation is concen-
trated not only under the line of application of the external load (see detail A in Fig. 23), but also along two diagonal lines
(details B and C), thus demonstrating that failure occurs as a consequence of the limited torsional strength of the arch.
4.3. Cross vault
A ribbed cross vault, experimentally tested by Faccio et al. (1999), formed by the intersection of two barrels vaults with an
external radius of 2.3 m, is considered as third example.1.15 m
λP
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Fig. 25. Ribbed cross vault. Geometry and loading condition.
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Mechanical properties assumed for joints and bricks are reported in Table 1. As in the previous case, for joints a Lour-
enço-Rots failure criterion is assumed, whereas for bricks a Rankine failure criterion in compression is imposed. Data
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5282 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288not available from experimentation have been chosen from typical values from the literature, whereas the remaining
coefﬁcients adopted are taken in agreement with Creazza et al. (2000, 2002). The corresponding masonry homoge-
nized failure surface is reported in Fig. 8, and has been obtained by means of the homogenization technique described
in the previous section. Furthermore, in Fig. 25 the geometry and the loading condition of the ribbed cross vault are
reported.
Three different meshes, with increasing reﬁnement, have been used (the third mesh is represented in Fig. 26a), in order to
perform a mesh dependence study (both using three-noded and six-noded elements) on the numerical collapse load
(Fig. 26b).
In Fig. 27, a comparison between numerical failure load obtained with the present model and the experimental load–dis-
placement curves is presented; moreover, numerical results obtained by means of the damage model proposed by Creazza
et al. (2000, 2002) are also represented.
Fig. 29. Ribbed cross vault: (a) failure mechanism (Creazza et al., 2002); (b) failure mechanism, section view, present study; (c) failure mechanism, front
view, present study; (d) normalized power dissipated patch (Pmax is the maximum nodal power dissipation value).
Table 3
Hemispherical dome tested by Foraboschi (2006)
Joint (Lourenço Rots failure criterion)
ft (N/mm2) Tensile strength 0.1
fc (N/mm2) Compressive strength 1.8
c Cohesion 1.2ft
U Friction angle 20
U2 Angle of the linerized compressive cap 45
Brick (Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion with compressive cutoff)
fc (N/mm2) Compressive strength 30
c (N/mm2) Cohesion 1
U Friction angle 45
Mechanical characteristic assumed for joints and bricks.
2.2 m
λP
Loaded zone
Fig. 30. Hemispherical dome. Geometry and loading condition.
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experimental evidences is worth noting.
For the example at hand, sensitivity analysis has been conducted assuming mortar tensile strength, respectively, equal to
0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 N/mm2 and mortar friction angle, respectively, equal to 25, 30 and 35.
The failure loads Pu so obtained are depicted in Fig. 28a and b. As it is possible to note from Fig. 28b, where Pu is reported
at different values of ft (ﬁxed) varyingU, failure occurs as a combination of bending and out-of-plane shear for almost all the
values of ft inspected. Such a behavior is conﬁrmed by the failure mechanism observed and the internal power dissipation
patch, as shown, respectively, in Fig. 29a and b, where numerical results obtained assuming ft equal to 0.1 N/mm2 and U
equal to 20 are reported.
5286 E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288Finally, observing the patch of internal power dissipation, it is particularly evident that an out-of-plane sliding of the ele-
ments under the zone of the application of external load occurs, with the formation of ﬁve bending hinges in the principal
arch of the cross vault (see Fig. 29c).
4.4. Hemispherical dome
The fourth analysis, which concerns a hemispherical dome with an inner radius of 2.2 m and thickness of 12 cm and
experimentally tested by Foraboschi (2006), is hereafter discussed.
Common Italian bricks of dimensions 120  250  55 mm3 were used, with joints thickness equal to 12 mm. Mechanical
properties assumed for joints and bricks are summarized in Table 3. In Fig. 30, the geometry and the loading condition are
reported.
Three different meshes, with increasing reﬁnement, have been used (the third mesh is represented in Fig. 31a), in order to
perform a mesh dependence study for the numerical collapse load (Fig. 31b). Both six-noded and three-noded elements are
tested. As expected, the difference in terms of collapse load tends to vanish for moderately reﬁned meshes. In Fig. 32, a com-
parison between the failure load obtained with the present numerical model and experimental load–displacement curves is
presented. Load–displacement curves obtained using the elasto-damaging model by Creazza et al. (2002) are also depicted.
In Fig. 33a and b, sensitivity analysis results (ft equal to 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 N/mm2 and U equal to 25, 30 and 35,
respectively) are summarized. Similarly to the previous cases, the failure load depends considerably on mortar friction angle
at assumed tensile strength, meaning that collapse occurs as a combination of bending and in-plane actions, as shown in
Fig. 34a (failure mechanism obtained assuming ft equal to 0.1 N/mm2 and U=20). In Fig. 34b, the internal power dissipation
patch is represented. As it possible to note, internal dissipation is concentrated along a circular crown, with the formation of
one annular bending hinge; moreover a minor amount appears along the meridians of the hemispherical dome, which van-
ishes when ft? 0.
Finally, in Fig. 35, the meridian and radial speciﬁc membrane actions distributions from the dual problem, as well as
meridian actions eccentricity are represented. As it is possible to notice, collapse occurs for the formation of a hinge along
the parallel located between the ﬁfth and the sixth row of elements.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a kinematic limit analysis model for the structural analysis of masonry curved shells has been presented. In
the simulations, six-noded curved triangular elements are used, with possible plastic dissipation at the interfaces betweenFig. 34. Hemispherical dome. (a) Failure mechanism (present study and damage model by Creazza et al., 2002). (b) Normalized power dissipated patch
(Pmax is the maximum nodal power dissipation value).
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E. Milani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5258–5288 5287adjoining elements. Curved elements have been used with the aim of taking into account correctly, as far as possible, the
actual geometry of the vault. For the sake of simplicity, a kinematic approach is employed assuming rigid-inﬁnitely resistant,
curved six-noded triangles, with possible velocities discontinuities along the edges of adjoining elements. Plastic dissipation
is allowed only at the interfaces (generalized cylindrical hinges) between adjoining elements. In this way, an upper bound of
the collapse load is obtained. In order to take into account all possible failure modes along triangles edges (rotation, stretch-
ing, and sliding), it is assumed that dissipation occurs for bending moment, torsion, out-of-plane shear and in-plane actions,
as usually accepted for the analysis of thick (Reissner–Mindlin) shells. Plastic dissipation is evaluated assuming for the inter-
faces between adjoining elements an upper bound approximation of the actual homogenized masonry failure surface, ob-
tained by means of a standard UB ﬁnite element procedure, once that a suitable elementary cell is identiﬁed for the
curved texture under consideration. The model is assessed through several numerical simulations on masonry shells exper-
imentally tested until collapse. In particular, the dependence of the collapse multiplier on the mesh and on the material
parameters (sensitivity analysis) is thoroughly discussed.
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